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PA Elects Frye As STUDENT Editor
Greenman Acts
As Manager Of
Business Staff
The Publishing Association has
elected Irene Frye and Fred
Greenman to the positions of
editor - in - chief and business
manager, respectively, of the
Bates STUDENT for 1957-58.
Both members of the class of
1958, they will succeed present
editor-in-chief Richard Bean
and business manager Wilbur
Stone.
The new editor-in-chief of the
STUDENT served in her sophomore year as a reporter and later as an assistant copy editor.
In the fall of 1956 she was advanced to the position of associate editor.
Majors in Government
A government major w;th a
minor in English, Miss Frye is
also an assistant in government,
secretary of both the Political
Union and the Gould Political
Affairs Club, and an assistant in
Coram Library. She also finds
time to enjoy her favorite sport
of skiing.
The new editor-in-chief is a
former member of the Choral
Society and the Future Teachers of America. While a student
at Burlington, Vt., High School,
she was a feature writer for the
yearbook, a member of the high
school chorus, and cashier of
the school banking association.
At present, she plans a career
in journalism.
Expresses Appreciation
Informed of her appointment,
Miss Frye stated, "I am pleased
to accept this appointment and
I appreciate the confidence expressed by the Publishing Association in selecting me."
In outlining her ideas on policy, she said, "Believing that
the STUDENT should serve as
an expression of campus spirit,
I intend to continue the present
policy of taking a stand on issues through the editorial column and striving for accurate
and broad coverage of all
events."
Assumes Duties in April
She is a resident of Charlotte,
Vt. and both her parents are
members of the Class of 1927.
Miss Frye will begin her new
(Continued on page two)
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Dill, Mazza, Jenkins Lead
Major Campus Organizations
Campus Leaders

Stetson, Dustin, Colby Also Win
In Annual All-Campus Election

by Irene Frye
In Monday's all-campus elections Karen Dill was chosen
to succeed Barbara Prince as president of the Women's Student Government. Benedict Mazza was named president
of the Men's Student Council. Other members of the Class
of '58 elected to organization presidencies are: Colleen
Jenkins. Christian Association; Damon Dustin, Outing
Club; David Colby. Publishing Association; and Barbara
Stetson. Women's Athletic Association.
A total of 602 students cast
Also elected to the Stu-G
their ballots between 9 a. m.
Board were Helene Marcoux as
| and 5 p. m.. an increase of* 77
vice-president: Sally Morris as
over last year's registration and
(Continued on page eight)
two more than the previous
i year. Over 300 Bates men and
1285 women checked in at the
, polls.
(1. to r.) First row: Barbara Stetson (WAA), Karen Dill Need Continued Support
(Stu-G), Colleen Jenkins (CA). Second row: Damon Dustin
Commenting on the Stu-G
(OC) and Benedict Mazza (Stu-C).
(Photo by Blunda) election^ results, prcsident-elec
Miss Dill expressed
"sincere | Dr Rov p Fairfield, associate
thanks to you from all of us on . professor of Cultural Heritage,
the 1957-58 Stu-G Board for the | has resigned from the Bates
Monday. April 15, is the dead- ! are reminded that they are also confidence you have given us. | College faculty. In September
line for the Classes of '58, '59. ! required to submit an informa- We'll be working together to do hc wi„ assurne the position of
'60 to file applications for finan- tion blank and budget each all we can on your behalf." she assistant professor of governadded. "but our best will be ment at the University of Ohio
cial aid for the academic year I year.
done only with your continued in Athens. Ohio. There he will
1957-58. Men may secure appro- Require Financial Statement
: teach American political theory
priate blanks in Dean Boyce's
Marriage, car ownership or interest and support."
Miss Dill, a member of the and "cultch-like" courses in genoffice; women in Dean Clark's. operation, and unwillingness to
This notice applies to all types participate in the campus work Stu-G board since her freshman > eraj education.
of scholarship aid, Purinton program will be considered as y^\-nd ViCrPreSidC nt' °f H Dr- Fairfield, an alumnus of
D
J
Fund grants, and campus em- factors
adverse to receiving 19»6-5, Board, served as class: Thomton Academy in Saco, was
treasurer
and
dormitorv
secre.
. ..
».... ..
,
ployment. If an applicant is scholarship aid.
a member of the first accelerher
sophomore
i
,
...
,.
,
.
„
.
concerned with the latter, on
Students will need to take tary-treasurer
*
_
.,
.,
, ated war-time class at Bates,
Currently president of u
.....
.D , _
picking up his blank, he should their applications home during year.
,,,.„,
,
■
,,
. , I He received an AB
degree in
also ask for a special "Student the Spring Recess in order West Parker, she is a Spanish English in January, 1943. ElectEmployment Registration" form. to secure from their parents major from Ontario, N. Y.. a ed to Phi Beta Kappa, he was
Four-year full - tuition and the College Scholarship Service's student assistant in the Spanish also named to the collegiate
half-tuition scholarship holders Parents'
Financial
Statement department, and a member of "Who's Who."
Phi Sigma Iota.
Participates in College Activities
now required from all Bates aid
While at Bates Dr. Fairfield
applicants, both freshmen and was active in CA, serving as a
uppcrclassmen. Please be sure member of the Cabinet for one
that the parents' certification is year. He also worked with the
completed.
(Continued on page three)

College Accepts
Resignation Of
; Dr. Roy Fairfield

Financial Aid Applications

Hickories Holiday Promises Full
Weekend Of Varied Activities
by Chris Ives
•
Hickory Holiday will bring a
full weekend of activities to the
campus April 6-7. The program,
sponsored by the Hickory Ski
Group, will include movies, a
speaker, a dance, and a ski trip.
A skiing film of Canada will
be shown at 1:15 p.m. Saturday
at the Hickories meeting in Pettigrew Hall. Frank O'Brien,
president of the Laski Ski Club
of Lewiston and Auburn, also
will speak.
In addition, election of
president, vice-president-treasurer, and secretary for the coming
year will take place. Co-chairmen of the trips, equipment, entertainment,- carnival and competition, and publicity committees will also be selected.
The Hickory Holiday theme
will be continued at the dance

New Staff Heads

at 8:15 p.m. Saturday in Chase
Hall. Hickories President Lawrence Beer promises it to be one
of the best dances of the year.

attraction, a sugaring-off party,
in which candy is made by pouring hot maple syrup on the
snow, will be held for the skiers.
Skiing conditions are often
Sponsor Dance
the best at this time of year.
A
Lewiston-Auburn profesBeer reminds skiers, because of
sional band will play for danccomfortable temperatures and
ing. Scheduled entertainment inan abundance of snow. A good
cludes an act from the Universiturnout for this trip last year
ty of Massachusetts and campus
found 40 inches of snow.
talent. A specially decorated
home-baked cake will be of- Plan Library Display
Final signups will be taken
fered as a door prize.
from 9-10 p.m. April 2 in the
Atmosphere for the dance will
Hobby Shoppe basement. Cost
be created by unusual decorafor the trip is $2.50.
tions.
Refreshments will be
A display April 2-6 in Coram
served. Admission will be 40
Library
will
exhibit skiing
cents per person.
equipment, pictures of racing
Schedule Ski Trip
techniques, and explanations of
The last ski trip of the year the activities of Hickory Ski
to Mount Sugarloaf, Kingfield, Group on campus. Co-chairmen
will complete the weekend's ac- for the weekend are Joanne
tivities on Sunday. As an added! Trogler and Ronald Cooke.
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Irene Frye (1.) and Fred G reenman will assume their duties as
STUDENT editor-in-chief and business manager, respectively.
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Institute Offers Grants Fox^*™*™*
^
™ Business Recruits Seniors
For Korean Students
Graduate Study In Europe During Spring Term For Variety Of Positions
The Institute of International
Education has announced three
additional
opportunities
for
study abroad in Denmark, Sweden, and Great Britain.
The Danish government will
provide funds for a year's study
at an institution of higher education and a short orientation
course. Grantees should have
funds to pay their own travel
and incidental expenses.
Gives Fellowships
Three fellowships will be given by the Sweden-American
Foundation. Tuition will be
waived by all schools except the
International Graduate School
for English-speaking students.
Candidates must pay their own
travel and incidental expenses.
A knowledge of Danish is not
a prerequisite for the Danish
awards. A knowledge of Swedish is desirable for candidates
except those attending the International
Graduate
School.
Applications may be obtained
from The Institute of International Education, 1 East 67th
Street, New York 21, N. Y.
Offers Seminar Program
The Scandinavian Seminar for
Cultural Studies also announces
opportunities for study abroad.
Applications for a year of living
and learning in Denmark, Norway or Sweden should be made
before April 1.
ROB PLAYERS
Design a winning poster
for "Arms and the Man"! A
prize of $5 will be awarded.
See Patricia Burke at Rand
for details.

Religious groups on campus
have announced plans for their
next meetings which will be
held after spring vacation.
On Sunday, April 7, Canterbury Club will hear The Right
Rev. Oliver L. Loring, Bishop of
Maine, speak at Prof. Robert D.
Seward's house.
Newman Club will hold its
regular meeting at 7 p. m. on
the first Sunday after vacation
in the Parsonage. At 7:30 p.m.
the Christian Science group will
meet in the Sunday School
Room on College Street.
The Wesley Club will hear reports by members attending the
New England Methodist Student
Movement Spring Conference.
Following will be a Lenten
communion service.
Show Film
A film on the Dreyfus Case
will be shown at Hillel's next
meeting at 7 p. m., April 7 at
the Jewish Community Center.
B'nai-B'rith Hillel awards will
be presented at this time and the
new officers will be officially installed.

Calendar
Tonight
Vespers, 9:15-9:45 p.m., Chapel
Tomorrow
Blue Moose Dance, Chase Hall

Chapel Schedule
Friday, April 5
Arrangements being completed
Monday, April 8
Piano music — Mrs. Alfred
Wright
Wednesday, April 10
Rev. Mr. Robert Spencer

The Christian Association has
The Seminar is open to juniors
and college graduates and a tui- planned a campus-wide book
tion fee of $925 covers room and drive that will be held immediboard for nine months as well. ately after vacation.
Word has been received that
The program runs from August
I
Korean
students need books of
to May and includes three
months devoted to orientation, all kinds. The need is critical.
language study and periods of Even out of date publications
living with Scandinavian fami- are gratefully accepted. A CA
cabinet member said that the
lies.
drive was planned after vacaEnroll in Folk School
tion so that students could bring
After this introductory period, back old books from home. The
the American student will en- representatives in each dormiroll in 6ne of the thirty top folk [ tory will collect all books.
schools, where he will live and
study with 50-100 Scandinavians.
He attends lectures and study Student Editor
circles covering
liberal arts
(Continued from page one)
subjects, conducted in the coun- duties with the April 10 issue.
try's language. Student activi- She will announce her staff on
ties, such as choral singing, folk that date.
dancing, and sports, will fill out
Greenman, an economics mahis schedule.
jor, has served as advertising
Harvard Prof Advises
manager for the STUDENT unWith the help of his faculty der the outgoing staff. He will
advisor at the school, he will assume his new position with
plan an individual study pro- the April 10 issue. A resident of
ject. Dr. Halfdan Gregersen, for- New York City, he wrote for the
mer Dean of Williams College student newspaper in his high
and professor at Harvard Uni- school.
versity, is the Seminar's Acade- Accepts Appointment
mic Advisor.
On his appointment, the new
Applications should be sub- business manager stated, "I am
mitted
to the
Scandinavian very happy to accept the posiSeminar, 127 East 73rd Street, tion and will do my best to fulNew York 21, N. Y.
fill the responsibility."

Ten Years Ago At Bates
Front page headlines in the
Bates STUDENT of 1946-47 ring
strangely familiar to us who
have watched the course of
events during this year, 1956-57.
In the fall of '46 the Bates
Bobcats took the State Series
Title in football and won an invitation to the Glass Bowl in
Toledo. Students chartered
planes and cars to travel to
Ohio, where they watched
Maine's first bowl team lose a
closely-matched game, 21-12.
Wins International Debate
At Cambridge, England, Bates
debaters triumphed over their
opponents by a huge majority of
the audience vote on the resolution that "advertising is a curse
on civilization."
In December the Women's
Union opened for co-educational recreation four nights a week.
And another pleasant
social
area, Mike Buccigross" Hobby
Shoppe, was described in a feature column.
Fees Increase
In January the town's radio
station interviewed Miss Mabel
Eaton about the interesting features of Bates library work. At
the same time Bates trustees
were discussing an increase in
tuition.
Room and board was increased from $200 to $225 per semes-

The Guidance and Placement ested women may sign up for an
Service has issued the following interview for April 11. Women
information concerning senior may also sign up at the guidcareer opportunities and sum- ance office to talk with the
Travelers Insurance Co. intermer employment.
J
Following spring vacation on viewer who will be on campus
April 8, a representative from March 20. Secretarial and techthe First National Bank of Bos- nical jobs are available.
ton will interview men and wo- Dennison Offers Openings
For senior women sociology
men who desire to enter the
banking or secretarial fields. majors, there are positions open
The same day Knapp Brothers for a case aide with the New
shoe manufacturers will have Hampshire Children's Aid Sociean interviewer on campus to talk ty. There are also openings in a
with men interested in their variety of fields with the Denniexecutive development program, son Manufacturing Company for
while Provident Mutual Life both men and women.
Insurance of Philadelphia will
Seniors interested in the field
talk with future sales trainees. of bio-chemistry may apply for
j the position of technician in the
Jordan Marsh Interviews
On April 9, students interest- ' Gastroenterology Research Labed in retailing' as a career are oratory at the Cornell Medical
invited to talk to a Jordan ! Center in New York City.
Marsh Co. representative. The Want Virus Researchers
following day, April 10, the
The Rockefeller Foundation
Equitable Life Assurance Socie- | Virus Laboratories in New York
ty's representative will be on City have an opening for a secampus to interview men who nior interested in a career in
wish to join that company's ad- ' virus research, while Columbia
ministrative training course.
University announces an openPositions in the service repre- ing for a student in the area of
sentative training program with i thyroid research.
the New England Telephone and
Woodward & Lothrop DepartTelegraph Co. are open. Inter- ment Stores of Washington,
D. C.| has announced a summer
Musicians Prepare training program for juniors
an interest in the retailing
Instrumental, Vocal with
field. John Hancock Mutual Life
Recital Compositions Insurance Company also has anA student recital will be pre- nounced a summer program for
sented the Sunday afternoon students interested in actuarial
following vacation featuring solo work.
Announce Teacher Openings
selections by several students.
Those planning careers in eduOrgan solos will be played by
Herbert
Fowler and James cation are invited to apply to
Kyed. Patricia Allen, Earle At- the teaching fellowship program
water, Norman Jason, and offered by Yeshiva University of
Wasil Katz will give vocal New York City.
solos. Carol Lux will present
The British Information Serselections on the piano.
vices has recently announced
All persons connected with that twelve Marshall ScholarBates are invited to the recital ships at universities in England
at 3 p. m., April 7, in the Chap- and Scotland are again being ofel.
There is no
admission fered to American students.
charge. Prof. D. Robert Smith is
Radcliffe College will again
directing the recital.
offer a course in publishing procedures this summer. Additional
information concerning the
Muller Receives
above opportunities may be obDoctorate Degree
tained at the Guidance and
Prof. Ernest P. Muller of the Placement service.
History department received his
doctorate from Columbia University March 1. The subject of his
thesis was "Preston King — A
Political Biography."
Professor Muller received his
bachelor's degree from Ursinus
College, Collegeville, Pa., and
his master's degree from Columbia. During the war he spent
Campus Agenli:
five and one-half years in the
PAUL PERRY
Navy as an officer. He has been
teaching at Bates since SeptemDICK MORAES
ber 1950.

ter, Dr. Charles Phillips announced in February.
Bates
registered 750 students for the
second semester; normal enrollment was then 700.
Takes Slate Title
The basketball team won the
State Series, making it the third
major sports' title in one year.
Jack Joyce set a new Maine
Conference record by scoring 40
points in a game against Colby.
A new play, "A Bell For
Adano," opened in the Little
Theatre. Miss Lavinia Schaeffer
directed. Later in the year
Shakespeare's "Twelfth Night"
was offered.
Women Debate Englishmen
Debate history was made in
March when a women's debate
team clashed with an English
men's team from Cambridge
University in an international
debate, "Should the British
Empire be or not be?"
For Political Emphasis Week
in 1947, Governor Hildreth of
Maine was the chief speaker. At
this time they were also running
the annual Health Week and
Betty Bates Contest, for which
a rigid training schedule was a
criterion.
Bates Progresses
In April Coram Library boasted of more customers than the
"Goose," proving to us that
E^M_P_I RJ2
certain Bates "traditions" were
Seniors Discuss Gifts in vogue even ten years ago.
NOW PLAYING
Wednesday —
At Thursday Meeting An editorial on conservatism
"East Of Eden"
at Bates states that progress is
The second senior class meetJames Dean
(Continued on page eight)
ing was held last Thursday in
Julie Harris
the Little Theater, presided over
— R I T Z —
Rebel Without a Cause
by class president Robert Kunze.
WED. - THURS.
James Dean
Suggestions for the class gift "THE STRATTON STORY"
"*/..T»i i .-.-.v..
-.■•■■■-."-,' ■■■■I'
•*•
Natalie Wood
were discussed and eliminated,
James Stewart
... miiiiimimiiOi n
leaving four ideas for consideraJune Allyson
Thursday - Saturday
tion by the committee, headed "CRIME IN THE STREETS"
by Anthony Parrinello and SalJames Whitmore
Duel At Apache Wells
ly Smith.
John Cassavetes
Anna Maria Alberghetti
Several proposals were made
FRI. - SAT.
Ben Cooper
for the class day outing, and
"JULIE"
ELIZABETH
ROCK
JAMES
"Running Target"
these will be investigated and
Doris Day, Louis Jourdan
TAYLOR • HUDSON • DEAN
brought before the class at the "STAGECOACH TO FURY"
Arthur Franz
Shown
Twice Daily, 2 and 7:15
next meeting.
Forrest Tucker, Mari Blanchard
Doris Dowling
P. M.; Sunday, 3 and 7:15 P.M.

Norris - Hayden
Laundry

Modern Cleaners

STRAND

'^'WGEORGE
■ 'STEVENS'

THREE
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Bates Debaters Compete In OC Makes Plans
Activities To
Forensic Tourney At UM For
Welcome Spring
Seven Bates students will
participate in the annual New
England Forensic Tourney on
April 5 and 6 at the University
of Maine.

As part of the competition
four upperclassmen will debate
the national topic, "Resolved:
that the United States should
discontinue direct economic aid
to foreign countries."' Upholding
the affirmative position will be
Richard Dole and Elvin Kaplan
while Robert Harlow and Willard Martin will take the negative stand.
Sponsors Tourney
In the other events, Everett
Ladd will represent Bates in
oration, Grant Reynolds will
participate in extemporaneous
speaking and Ronald Walden
will read from Don Juan in Hell
for oral interpretation.

Bates will be host to the New
Hampshire
Secondary
School
Championship Debate Tourney
on April 6. in which approximately ten high schools will
participate. Members of the faculty, varsity debaters, and students in the argumentation class
will act as judges, while freshmen debaters will serve as timers and chairmen. The three debating rounds will take place at
11:20, 1:15, and 2:45 p. m.
Debate High Schools
During the past week a number of freshmen debated 90 per
cent parity on certain farm
products, with local Maine high
schools in Pettigrew Hall. Participating
in
these
practice
meets were George Coules, Stephen Hotchkiss, Margaret Lampson, Parker Marden, Robert Solomon, Carol Williams, and Gerald Zaltman.

Dr. Fairfield Tenders Resignation
(Continued from page one)
Maine State Christian Movement.
He was a proctor in John
Bertram Hall and a participant
in intramural sports. As .football manager-trainer for four
years, he was a member of the
Varsity Club. Dr. Fairfield commented that he was graduated
"summa cum manager" and returned to taping ankles when
he joined the Bates faculty!
Gains Practical Experience
After graduation he worked
for some time in the Saco-Low-

ell Shops in Biddeford, serving
as a specifications clerk and later as coordinator of special
sports. His experiences here aided in the preparation of his later
academic writings.
Continuing his academic work,
he was awarded a Master of
Arts in American History by
Harvard University in 1947.
Working with
Prof.
Arthur
Schlesinger, Sr., at Harvard, he
prepared a doctoral dissertation
on Saco and received his Ph.D.
in American Civilization in 1953.
As a Fulbright Scholar during

Co-chairmen Marjorie Harbeck
and David Harper have announced plans for the OC Spring
Spruce-up Weekend, April 12-13.
The program features a folksinger as Chapel speaker Friday
and a song fest in Chase Hall
Friday night.
Saturday afternoon OC will
sponsor work trips on Mount
David, the campus, and to profesors' homes. Thorncrag and
Sabattus will be the scenes of
trail clearing and cabin cleaning.
Schedule Square Dance
Those participating in the
work projects will receive free
tickets to a square dance Satur- Members of Hickories Ski Group committees have planned
a variety of events for "Hickory Holiday." (Photo by Perley)
day evening. A CA movie,
"Brandy for the Parson," is also
scheduled for that evening.
1953-54, he taught at Athens
College
in
Athens,
Greece.
Serving as the United States
Information Agency Lecturer on
American Civilization, he travelled throughout Greece on
speaking tours.
He has contributed articles to
several professional publications.
His book. Sands, Spindles, and
Steeples, based on his doctoral
work, was published last year.
Comments On Bales
■
Commenting on his resignation. Dr. Fairfield stated that he
"regrets very much leaving
Bates after being associated
with the college for 18 years."
He added that he has especially
enjoyed contacts with his students, many of his colleagues,

Junior Class Selects Dill, Jason
As Co-Chairmen For Ivy Dance
Officers and representatives of
the class of '58 have selected
Karen Dill and Norman Jason as
co-chairmen of Ivy Dance, traditionally sponsored by the junior class.
Assisting
committee
heads
have been selected. Sally Morris,
Joanne Trogler, and Philip FeinOuting Club, and the Appalachian Trail Club.
He feels that the "cultch
course is really great" and is
sorry to leave it. Dr. Fairfield
noted that he and his family
will be summering on the Maine
coast and thus "won't be completely divorced from the situation."

sot are in charge of tickets and
invitations, while Judith Perley,
Catherine Jarvis, and Maynard
Whitehouse will handle the publicity for the dance.
Name Committee Chairmen
Katharine Johnson and Lawrence Beer are in charge of intermission entertainment.
Refreshments and table decorations
are being planned by Jayne
Nangle, Elaine Prentice, and
Damon Dustin.
The decorations committee includes Judith Frese, Patricia
Lysaght, and John Lovejoy. John
Fresina is in charge of clean-up.
Programs and favors are under
MacCrae Miner and
James
Kyed's committee.

WINSTON scores top marks for flavor!
with
WINSTON

■ What's all the shouting about? Flavor!
Full, rich flavor — in a filter smoke! Yes,
and Winston's exclusive filter — a filter that
n, J. REYNOLD*
TOBACCO CO.,

Switch to WINSTON Americas best-selling, best-tasting -filter cigarette!

WINSTOM.*ALEM. N. C-
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Inquiring Reporter

Editorials

Congratulations
and
best
i wishes to Marie Mills '57 and
Barry York. University of
Maine.
Is it true that the R. B.
everyone at Bates isn't or
mobile not only provides
shouldn't be.
dorm pick-up but also has
found a short-cut to the
Harry Benparking lot?
nert, '58, thinks
of a Batesy
Charlie Dings pulled a great
person as one
maneuver for which he should
who conforms.
receive an Oscar. The Stompers
He merely explayed in Waterville and on the
ists and lets
same bill there appeared a
others do his
hypnotist whose beady eyeballs
thinking for .
coupled with Charlie's acting
for him. This
surprised everyone.
person can be found universally
The Call of the Wild bit
but, on campus, we call them
six young scholars. Their
Batesy.
wildness was shortlived in a
Merely Conforms
fierce struggle with the
game warden, which served
He has no individuality and
to bring out their inherent
seems to be unable to express his
abilities as lawyers. It was
own feelings. He is also a perundoubtedly the most colorson who continually follows the
ful trial ever to hit the Aurules at Bates without ever
burn Muncipal Court. See
thinking about their meaning. In
other words, he is a person easily
the Wogan. J.E. and Ralph.
led around by his nose.
Radcliffe forever — see Brad
Tuck for details.
Carol Hamilton. '59. says
and activities. Very few people
that it depends
fit into the category.
on the situaMost students, however, when
tion. She feels
talking about Batesy, use it in a
that the faculderogatory sense. They mean
ty would probpeople who grind continually,
ably
consider ?
who are overly snively about
someone as'
every petty rule. You would
Batesy who
probably studies a lot. obeys all think of them as prudes, conthe rules, but who also main- forming not to the group, but to
tains a balance between studies the Bluebook.

Does Term "Batesy" Imply
The Last Word
Exactly 26 STUDENTS ago. the 1956-57 newspaper staff Tendency To Conform?

took over the reigns from the preceding staff.

Likewise,

The

word

Batesy

has

long

with this issue, the outgoing staff members relinquish their been a mystery on campus. Nopositions to a new editorial and business staff.
Not only do we bequeath to them the responsibility of
preparing the campus newspaper for the next year, but
also the "many-splendored" PA Office in Chase Hall. This
room includes, among other things, the limp plastic drapes,
the array of dilapitated typewriters, two mutilated books
(Rood's Thesaurus, and the dictionary whose special feature
is that since it is now in several separate pieces, several
people at one time may look up a word provided each is
under a different letter.) We also give to them the unique
heating-ventilating system, the dull pencils and full ashtrays, as well as wonderful Saturday afternoons and Sundays.
Privilege And Responsibility
One other thing, and by far the most important, we pass
on to the new staff. That is the very great privilege of
printing what you want. The editor-in-chief of the STUDENT is the sole authority of what appears in print in the
paper. Not once during the past year has there been any
attempt by a member of the administration or of the faculty

body seems to know when the
word originated and what it
originally meant. However, today
the word is used freely to describe many different types of
students. For a variety of meanings we have interviewed the
four following students.
Ken Russell,
'60. has this to
say. "The question cannot be
answered
in
just a few simp 1 e words.
There is just
no simple defition of 'Batesy'.
In my opinion, it takes in three
instances.
Cheers Loudest
"First, lets consider a fellow
on campus with white bucks, a
sweater, a smile, a 3.2 qpr, and
vice-president of some organization. This same fellow is the
life of any party, cheers the
loudest at all sports events and
is just plain all-around Batesy.
"Now, let's look at Mr. Batesy

to regulate or censor anything we wished to print. That this in another light; he's too much!
is a tremendous privilege and very great responsibility This fellow uses a vocabulary

that would make Webster himself flip. He wouldn't think of
having a crew cut, and girls are
We have attempted to exercise this freedom wisely and simply out of the question. He's
fairly. Students have sometimes warned us against print- the guy that people sneer at in
class and is well known as being
ing an opinion for fear we might lose this privilege. To Batesy.

hardly needs to be stated.

them we have tried to point out that this would not be Inquires 'Well?*
real freedom. Freedom in theory is not true freedom unless
it is exercised. We also have pointed out that despite taking
a definite stand on various controversial issues during the
past year there has not once been an attempt to censor what
we wished to print.
Exercise Freedom
To the new staff we would like to express one thought,
in connection with the above paragraphs. You are accepting not only the regular editorial duties, but also this important responsibility which goes with the freedom to print
what you wish. Exercise this freedom in a mature fashion.
Let your own dictates of good taste and honesty guide you.
You will make mistakes — we certainly have made some big
ones — but do not be afraid to admit your mistakes and
benefit from them. That is the way anyone learns.
We should like to express our thanks to those members
of the Administration and faculty who have given us information and advice when we have asked for it, and those
who have been patient when we have hounded them with
phone calls and persistent reporters. We particularly wish
to thank Art Griffiths at the News Bureau and our exceedingly patient and stoic friends at the Auburn Free Press.
Expresses Thanks
The editor-in-chief would also like to say "thank you"
to the members of his editorial staff; Wilma and Miriam as
the two other seniors, and Renie as the new editor-in-chief,
as well as all the rest — you have been a very cooperative
staff.
Best wishes, and for certain occasions, our sympathy to
the new staff. Do not be afraid to say what you want, or to
say what you feel has to be said no matter how many may
disagree with you. If an opinion is worth printing, it is
worth standing up for.

"A third way of thinking of
Batesy can be described very
easily. When a guy comes back
to the dorm after a date with a
Bates girl and his roommate inquires, 'Well?', the reply may be
one of two things. It may be
either a wry 'Batesy', or an enthusiastic 'Wow!' — never both."
Windy Stanley, '59, says
"Batesy" is a
rather
vague
term, used
freely by everyone on
campus for
someone who
isn't
like
themselves. In other words, no
one wants to be called Batesy.
This 'eads to a conglomeration
of ideas all applied to the same
term, all of which are more or
less derogatory.
Belongs At Bates
It seems very incongruous that
anyone who comes here must be
"Bowdoinish" or "Harvardy" if
he wants to belong at Bates.
Batesy, in other words, is what

Letter To The Editor
To the Editor:
Many thanks to all of you
who helped so much with the
decorations for Pops. The success can be attributed only to
your hard work and cooperation.
We have never worked with a
committee which assumed its
responsibilities so willingly and
ably. The credit goes, not to us,
but to you.
Jan Spiers
Paul Snow

"Bates
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Dangers Of Ike's Doctrine
by Ed Thomasson
Any act of Congress which
grants the President of the
United States such sweeping,
manifold, and vaguely defined
powers as that of the Eisenhower Doctrine ought to be given
the highest type of deliberation
by the generial public.

Before Vacation

munists were trying to free her
from imperialist influence. They
insisted they didn't want our
help, but being generous neighbors, we both insisted on giving
arms.
Gain Women And Riches

Not only did we give arms to
the Arabs, but we decided, in
order to make more friends, we'd
For it is the common man, not
give arms to the Jews, too. Then,
a few leaders, as Lippmann implies in his Public Philosophy. one day, two of the Middle East
leaders woke up on the wrong
who has built this civilization,
side of the bed, and before you
and therefore, ought to have.
know it. here I am trying to
some say about tearing it down.;
keep the peace.
* * *
2nd soldier: They say in the
1st soldier: Pass me that canteen, soldier. My mouth feels like old days when Achilles and
Ivanhoe fought, they gained woa desert.
men and riches. What do we get
2nd soldier: Sure thing. By the in this total war but a speech
way, where the devil are we?
on the conservation of values
1st soldier: I'm not sure, but and a handful of warm ashes.
a-way back, I thought I saw Give me one dame and I'd make
some half-buried sign saying Beowulf look like a sheep!
"this way to Cairo." Speaking of
being buried, how about giving Factory Catches Fire
1st soldier: The encyclopedia
me a little room in this sand
says that North Africans are
hole?
supposed to be brown in comSells Vacuum Cleaners
plexion, but I've been here so
2nd soldier: Ya know, I was long that I couldn't tell an Afthinking: how did I ever get rican from my own reflection in
mixed up in a mess like this? a mirror.
There I was eight years ago,
2nd soldier: Well, this biblical
minding my own business in
land
used to have a large popGary, Indiana, selling vacuum
lation,
but once, some big bakcleaners, when all of a sudden,
ing
powder
factory caught fire
somebody handed me a gun, and
accidentally
in Tangiers where
sent me all the way out here.
our troops
were
stationed.
They told me to kill some oth- Thinking Russia had dropped
er tourists who were over-ex- the "bomb", Americans retaliattending their stay — Russians. I ed on Leningrad, and that startthink they told me I was here on ed the whole business.
behalf of some doctrine called
1st soldier: Hey, what's this?
the Ike Doctrine or something
The
wind has blown some sand
like that. Pass me that canteen.
away from this stone ruin. It
Insists On Generosity
even has an inscription—
1st soldier: Well, if I remem"My name is Ozymandias,
ber correctly, we were trying to
king of kings;
help the Middle East by freeing
Look
on my works, ye
her from Communist influence,
mighty,
and despair."
and at the same time, the Com-

IT'S FOR REAL!

by Chester Field

The Stompers blast off with all jets open
by Peggy Montgomery
When you really have music
in your veins, you can't give it
up. No matter whether you go
to work or come to college, you
find a means to bang away on
that piano or blast off on the
horn. And that's just the way it
is with four familiar faces on
the Bates campus. They have
played it "real cool" and formed
a band, combining pleasure with
profit.
It all started about three
months ago when Paul Steinberg and these fellows decided
to pool their talents and start a
musical group, specializing in
dance music, and particularly
Dixieland. Since then, their reputation has been spiraling.
Make Many Appearances
The Stompers have appeared
on WCOU and WLAM, at the

Ivy Leaves

College Paper Runs Wild
In 'Critical Movie Review'
This is what is happening on
other campuses this month:

VICE VERSA*
Out after a deer?
Of course you know
You must get a license
Before you go!

Oh! After a dear.
Then it's reversed.
Never mind the license—
Catch the dear first!

MORAL! Big game hunters, attentiontake your pleasure BIG! Smoke a
regal Chesterfield King and get more
of what you're smoking for. Majestic
length— plus the smoothest natural
tobacco filter. Chesterfield—the
smoothest tasting smoke today
because it's packed more smoothly
by ACCU-RAY!
"
Like your pleasure BIG?
Chesterfield King has Everything .
'$50 goes to Jerry A. Bys, Cot College, (or hit
Cheater Field poem.
$50 for every philosophical itrse accepted forpuilicalion. Chesterfield. P.O. Box 21, New York 46, N. Y.
O Uttett A M»m Tobacco Co.

The "elf behind the skins" is
Dave Paige '59. Hailing from
the granite state, Vermont, Dave
is at home anywhere with his
drums. Active in Chase Hall
Dance Committee and the college band, Paige is definitely
A senior, Steinberg leads the
planning on a musical future.
group with great capability and
a rich musical background. He Plays Two Instruments
The fourth Bates man is
began piano at four, later apCharlie
Dings, mayor of our
pearing on the radio and at hocampus.
Steinberg says that
tels. For the past few months,
he has been frantically polishing Chas must have had a banjo for
his trumpet techniques for band a rattle to show his great musiplaying. Paul is a history major, cal tendencies during childhood.
There's a University of Maine
but there is a good chance he'll
man in this group, too. He is
make music his career.
Jim Dutton, Delta Tau Delta,
Includes Sax and Drums
who doubles on the tuba and
On the clarinet or sax, is string bass. Undoubtedly, Jim is
Chico Page, well versed in one of the finest bass players
showmanship. In Paul's opinion, you'll ever hear.
Chico "enlivens the licorice stick
Feature "Dappers"
with the finess of a jazz
The "old man" of the group
virtuoso."
is Slim Turner from Auburn. He
plays the slide trombone, fondly
referring to his long instrument
as the "pump." One of the old
time Dixieland greats, Turner is
a new addition to the group.
An up and coming sax stylist
of note is Jeff Wade. He is often
featured with the group, as are
as the villainous enemy pilot, the Dappers, a colorful singing
and James Dean as one of the trio. Anyone who has seen
bomb casualties.
these three will vouch for their
At the Werner: "The Ingrown great ability.
Hair" is MGM's version of the Highlight Campus Dance
famous short story by De MauFor the coming summer seapassant, "Le Ingrown Heir." For son, the Stompers intend to go
those of you not familiar with on tour. Their itinerary will inthis excellent tale, it tells of a clude many parts of the United
poor illiterate Frenchman who . States, and even an audition
suffers from an ingrown hair on ! with Arthur Godfrey's Talent
his neck. This bit of information Scouts. The College Street
should be enough to spur every- Stompers are on their way to
one to see this movie.
becoming a top-notch Dixieland
and jazz group.
Shows Gruesome Close-up
On Thursday evening from 8Anyone who has ever suf- i 11:45, this famous group will be
fered from an ingrown hair, or i the highlight of "The Blue
pimples, or strawberry rash, or Moose," a "last-night-before-valeprosy shouldn't miss it. And cation-bang-up" dance on camthose of you who have somehow pus. Playing many of their
escaped these afflictions should specialties, as well as dancing
see it anyway.
favorites, the Stompers will also
When the Vistavision Cinecol- take part in a jam session from
or Camera takes a close-up of 9-10. Tickets will be 50 cents per *
this man's neck," showing in de- person.
tail the layers of dirt and perThe Chase Hall Dance Comspiration, and when, to the mu- mittee is going "all out" on this
sic of "Pomp and Circumstance," affair, and hopes everybody on
he slowly turns, exhibiting in all campus will leave those last
its infectious and infected glory minute packing jobs and "take
the ingrown hair — ah! This is a trek" over to Chase Hall.
cinema at its most majestic!
You'll really be glad you did.

"Cavalier," the Lewiston City
Hall, and that "institution in the
pines" down in Brunswick. Currently, the group is featured every Saturday afternoon at Stekino and Sons Hotel.

The Tech News of Worcester
Polytechnic has a deliciously humorous article for devotees of
Cinemascope, casts-of-thousands,
and James Dean. It's entitled
"Your Handy Dandy
Movie
Guide, or An Aid to Picking,
When Going."
At the Capital: "The Five
Poster." This rather mature comedy, about romance in the Pervtagon, concerns
a
beautiful
young WAC major and the lowly private who loves her. However incongruous this match
may seem, everything ends happily for all, even after a hydrogen bomb is dropped on the
Pentagon.
Acts as Bomb Casually
During the bombing sequence
the hero sings "Do you smell
something burning?" which is
definitely bound to be a hit. The
cast of "The Five Poster" is
headed by Jayne Manfelt as Major Supports, and William Holding as Private Property. Also
featured are Nikita Krushchev
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Callender Selected
New Team Captain

by Ed Gilson
One year ago an article appeared in a Boston paper statby Dick Paveglio
ing that the Bates STUDENT had selected an all-Maine
Members of the Bobcat varbasketball team. This surprised the editors of the staff for
two reasons. One is that the Student should rate a mention sity and junior varsity basketin the Boston paper and two that the Student sports staff ball and indoor track squads,
having completed their winter
had not picked any such team.
sports schedules, were feted last
To keep the records straight this year we decided to Wednesday night at the annual
follow up our all-Maine football team with a selection of an winter sports recognition banall-Maine basketball team. Our choices are purely arbi- quet.
'j.arial and a choosing of such a quintet doesn't mean much
Besides
the
players
and
in the long run.
coaches, various members of the
The sports editorial staff chose these five Maine collegians faculty and student body who
for All-Maine. They are Charley Twigg and Larry Cudmore acted as judges at the track
of Colby, Brud Stover of Bowdoin, Maine's Keith Mahaney, meets were invited. Also presand Jack Hartleb of Bates. We set no one position for them I ent were invited guests of the
but Mahaney and Stover at the guards, Cudmore at center, college.
and Hartleb with Charley Twigg at the forwards seems most
Singled out for special honors
probable. Both Twigg and Hartleb alternated at guard and
were Will Callender and Jack
forward this past season.
Hartleb.
Other players who could very easily be on this type of |
Callender
Elected Captain
team — players who provided the fans with exciting basketball are: George Schroder, Will Callender and Bob
Callender, a six foot four inch
Burke of Bates, Thurlow Cooper of Maine, and Dave Willey junior from Melrose, Mass., was
of Bowdoin.
named captain of next year's
Switching now from college basketball players to school- varsity basketball squad. Will
boy players, the New England Basketball Tournament was was the only starting junior on
recently held in Boston Garden. This tournament houses this year's squad and was one of
some of the best players in the East as far as high school the team's top three scorers. He
ball goes and provides basketball entertainment at its best. will succeed George Schroder as
The "New Englands" provide much interest to the male team leader.
Hartleb was again named to
sports fan here on campus. Rivalry between the states is
really something much less the rivalry between ex-high the all-Maine basketball five for
the third straight year. He scored
schools.
This year's participants were powerful Weaver High of! 200 points this year and was the
Hartford, Connecticut, Hillhouse of New Haven, Connecti- J spark of the team during the last
cut, Lawrence Central Catholic and Assumption of Worces-| half of the season. Jack received
ter, the Massachusetts representatives, Oldtown High of. a certificate commemorating his
Maine, Manchester Central of New Hampshire, Lasallel all-Maine distinction, forthcomHigh of Providence, Rhode Island, and Springfield High of ing from the State Intercollegiate Association.
Vermont.
Weaver High and Lawrence Central were established as Seniors Honored
pre-tournament favorites and these two powerhouses met
Coach Vern Ullom presented
in the final with Weaver winning in overtime. Connecticut jackets accompanying senior varteams have been the dominating outfits throughout this sity honors to Ralph Davis,
tournament's history.
James Muth, Richard Sullivan,
Some of the players are worthwhile mentioning for some Hartleb and Schroder.
day they may be the college stars of New England or some
Track coach Walt Slovenski
other part of the country. Weaver High's John Egan who presented senior jackets to coscored 36 points in the final against Lawrence, Lawrence's! captains Mick McGrath and WesDon Trembly and Tom Moynihan, Hillhouse's Captain Ken ley Wicks, and Richard Rowe,
Tullo, Oldtown's Tom Chappelle who caged 38 points to set Ronald Stevens, and Philip
a new tourney record and Manchester's Sarrette who hooped Kenney.
36 in the game with Oldtown.
Those receiving varsity letters
New England basketball is good no matter what level I in basketball were John Hartleb
it is played. It would be nice if these above players could '57, Bath, Maine; George Schrocash in on a college education and display their talents ac- der '57, Bronx, New York; Philip
cordingly.
Have a good time
Over Spring Vacation
Hope
when
back

to see you
you
come
on campus.

COOPER'S
Sabaitus Street
We Serve The Best

Clark's Drug Store
DRUGS

CHEMICALS

BIOLOGICALS
Main St. at Bates St.
Tel. 3-0031

SPORT & DRESS SHIRTS
alto
NEW SPRING SLACKS
10% Student Discount

Tony Fournier's
MEN'S-SHOP

Tel. 2-6645

We specialize in
BIRTHDAY CAKES
and
PASTRIES OF ALL KINDS
For Parlies
Delivery Upon Request

249 MAIN STREET

FAMOUS BRAND SHOES
at
LOW FACTORY PRICES
We Cater To The Small
Campus Pocket Book

54 Ash Street

BOSTON TEA STORE
Food Gifts and Snacks
LEWISTON

Others Awarded
Numerals for participation in
junior varsity track went to
Merrill
Allen,
Belchertown,
Mass.; Richard Andrews, Danvcrs, Mass.; W. Roger Bates,
Berwick, Maine; Richard Ellis,
Norwood, Mass,; John Flynn, Jr..
Danvers. Mass.: James Gallons,
Norwich, Conn.; Barry Gerstein,
Brokline. Mass.; Donald LaCount, Wellesley, Mass.; Richard
Larson,
Longmeadow.
Mass.,
Douglas Morse, Lisbon. Maine;
Joseph Oliver, Scituate, Mass.;
John Tolman. South Portland,
Maine; Alfred Turner, Glen
Rock. New Jersey; and managers David Burnett, David Elz,
John Flemings, Donald Hunter,
and Peter Stewart.

Will Callender '58, 6' 4" forward and newly elected basketTrack Team Lauded
ball captain, displays top form.
Coach Slovenski, commenting
proudly on his team's fine record, presented varsity letters to
James McGrath '57, Milton,
YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE
Mass.; Wesley Wicks' 57, Rehobeth, Mass.; Richard Dube '59,
Lewiston,
Maine;
Frederick

Tel. 4-4141

BAKERY
DRAPER'S
Opp.Tost Office

Freshmen Receive Numerals
In addition there were 26
freshman numerals awarded to
members of the junior varsity
basketball and track squads.
Coach "Chick" Leahey presented basketball numerals to
Joseph Murphy, Jr., Norwich,
Conn.; Ernest Peterson, Wes'
Haven, Conn.; Arthur Pfeiffei.
Windsor Locks, Conn.; Gerala

Walsh. Dumont, New Jersey;
Jon Whitten, Lee, Maine; James
Wylie, Jr.. Needham. Mass.; and
managers James Smith and
Bruce Manning.

Candelmo '60, Portland, Maine;
Willard Callender '53, Melrose,
Mass.; Robert Burke '59, Jackson, Heights, New York; Ralph
Davis '57, Bloomfield, New Jersey; Gerald Feld '60, Brookline,
Mass.; James Muth '57, Ramsey,
New Jersey; John O'Grady '59,
Framingham,
Mass.;
Richard
Sullivan
'57,
Northampton,
Mass.; James Sutherland 'fiO.
Ridgewood, New Jersey, and
manager Herbert Levine '58.

IVY LEAGUE

136 Lisbon St.

Bragdon
'59,
Wethersfield,
Conn.; John Douglas, Jr. '60.
Englewood. New Jersey; David
Erdman '59, Millburn, New Jersey; John Fresina '58. Rockland,
Mass.: Peter Gartner '59, Quaker
Hill, Conn.; Philip Kenney '57,
Milton. Mass.; Richard LaPoinle
'60,
Beverly, Mass.; William
Neuguth '58, Union, New Jersey:
Ricahrd Rowe '57. Washington.
D. C; Rudolph Smith '60. Fairfield, Conn.; Ronald Stevens '57.
Milton,
Mass.;
and
James
Wheeler '58. Scotia, New York.

|

STECKINO and SONS
49 MAIN ST.

Special for Friday - Bates Students Only

SPAGHETTI

DINNER

CANCELLATION
SHOE STORE

Calabrese Salad • Spumoni Ice Cream - Tea. Coffee

36 COURT ST.
AUBURN
"Right Across The Bridge"

Look For The Sign With The Big 49

or Milk — $1.00
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Baseball Forecast Is Bright; 'Cat Thinclads, Netmen
Squad Travels South Next Week Begin Spring Practice
By Norm Clarke
Next week the 1957 edition of
the Bates Bobcat baseball squad
opens what could be one of the
most successful seasons in recent
years, due to the fact that coach
Chick Leahey has an acceptable
nucleus of seven lettermen returning to action. Of course, the
most important aspect of the
spring season is the scramble
with Colby, Bowdoin, and Maine
for the State Series title. Since
graduation seems to have hit
these three other teams harder
than the Bobcats the outlook is
bright, if a consistent pitching
staff can be developed and the
veterans can come through as is
expected of them.
Team Heads South
The first southern trip in the
history of the school will be
something of a feeling out procedure for the Bobcats in that not
much is known of the strength of
scheduled
teams
and coach
Leahey will have an opportunity to experiment with his lineup before returning home to face
the remainder of an 18-game
schedule. However, after these
four games are completed, much
more will be known as to just
how well the squad may fare this
season.

"

No other new teams appear on
the remainder of the schedule
and by relying upon last season's
performances against these clubs,
certain assumptions can be made
concerning coming games with
them. However, it must be kept
in mind that this is a new season
and these squads have probably
seen a few changes of their own,
although no specific information
concerning them is to be had.
Invade Boston
On its annual trip to the Boston area this year, the Bobcats
will face Quonset Naval Air Station, Boston University, and
Brandeis University.
The Bobcats looked fairly good
in the offensive department in
their 8 to 6 defeat at the hands
See Our
BEAUTIFUL SILVER
AND CHINA SELECTIONS

83 Lisbon St.

Lewiston

Bowdoin, and Maine, a closer
evaluation can be made concerning Bates' chances in 1957 State
Series play. Being state opponents, it is easier to inspect these
opponents, noting their high
points, as well as any deficits
This year, if these defensive
which they may have to bring
lapses can be eliminated and
into this season's play.
other aspects of the game are as
successful as they were last Mules Need Infield
spring, the charges of coach
Colby, last season's state chamLeahey should be able to add one pions, is really in need of a group
more win to its column.
of able replacements, for graduation hit the Mules hard last
BU Tough
As can be expected, Bates will June and they are in need of a
find its hands full when it tan- whole new infield as well as a
gles with Boston University, al- replacement for their sophomore
ways a powerful club in the Bos- all-state catcher Ron Staples who
ton area. Such was the case last has left school for a semester.
season when the Terriers sound- However, the outlook is somely defeated the Bobcats to the what brighter for the boys from
tune of 18-8. Tremendous hitting Waterville when they consider
and pitching worked together to the fact that they still have sentame the 'Cats, but the losers iors Neil Stinneford and Pelham
showed plenty of hustle by cap- Brown returning. Stinneford was
italizing on defense miscues by selected an outfielder on the Allthe Terriers and by scoring the New England team last season
eight runs. This spring, win or and he and Brown represented
lose, the Bobcats will benefit the school in the All-Maine sefrom valuable experience gained lections. In the final game of the
in facing the giant of their 1956 season righthander Brown
hooked up with Bates' Bill
schedule.
Snider in a tight pitching duel,
Tight defensive play and but came out on the top of a 1-0
strong pitching aided the Bates score via the first no-hit game
pastimers to an 8-3 win over the in the history of the series.
Judges of Brandeis last season,
so the Bobcats will travel to Face Rebuilding Task
Waltham this year looking to reOver at Brunswick, the Bowpeat history. However, caution doin Polar Bears are having their
will be the word of the day be- troubles, too. Due to graduation,
cause the Judges could easily the charges of Coach Danny
come up with an outfit capable MacFayden lost their captain
of making a showing much su- and number one hurler, leftperior to that of a year ago.
hander Lee Dyer, as well as thenOne of the highlights of last short and second combination,
spring's play was the impressive along with all-state third sacker
7-3 win over Northeastern Uni- Fred Rigby. Coach MacFayden
versity, a perennial power among faces the task of building a new
Boston teams. Playing what was team around his two major vetperhaps its best game of the sea- erans, catcher Brud Stover and
son, the team was completely in all-state first baseman Bill Linhand throughout the contest. Due scott.
to this fact, this year the Hus- Bears Outlook Dim
kies will be thirsting for revenge,
The Black Bears of the Uniand the Bobcats will be wise to versity of Maine were equally
expect a really tough team on as hard hit by graduation. Their
their hands out on the Garcelon main problems lie in finding able
diamond this season.
replacements at shortstop, secRain postponed any Bates- ond base, and the catching deClark University contest last partment which was handled
spring, thus nothing really pre- last season by another all-Maine
sents itself for use as any sort of receiver, Angelo Locicero. The
comparison in regards to the tilt Bears' number one chucker last
coming up. In the past, the Bob- season, lefthander and captain
cats have been able to hold their Sid Folsum, along with infielder
own against Clark and this year Francis Soychak, are lost to them
should not prove to be different
this season. An all-state second
— however, you never can tell.
baseman in his senior year last
Series Outlook
spring, Soychak was the state's
Turning to the nine other, and
batting champion. The brightest
actually most important games
on the schedule, with Colby, spot in an otherwise dim picture
is the return of junior lefthander Jim Carroll who eliminated the Bobcats from contention last season, the day before
its close, with a superb 2-hit, 6
to 0 shutout.
of Quonset last year, but certain
rough spots in the field was a
major factor in the final result,
which shadows the showing of
Bates'
superior hitting and
pitching.

Luiggi's Pizzeria
— Features —

Italian Sandwiches - Pizza - Spaghetti

DRY CLEANSING
SERVICE

To Eat Here and to Take Out.

Tel. 4-7326
Call and Delivery

Telephone 2-0701
Corner Horton and Sabatlus Streets
*9r^

DELIVERY SERVICE FOB ORDERS OF $3.00 OR MORE

MCORPOMATCD
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College Agent - Arlene Gardner

by John Goodwill
After a sparkling winter track
season, the Bates Bobcats turn
to the outside — and spring for
the annual spring track meets.
The future looks bright indeed,
with such stars as Pete Gartner,
who broke the cage record in the
high jump with a 6' ZW effort
against the Bowdoin Bears;
Rudy Smith, the best prospect to
come to the Bates track scene
in years, shattered meet and
cage records with an amazing
1:13.8 clocking in the 600, and a
33.3 time in the 300, a Bates
record. Rudy seems to make this
a habit, as he breaks a record
every time out.

Bobcats Boast Experience
Big Bill Neuguth, who holds
the record of 5.6 seconds in the
low hurdles, along with the
above stars and with tested veterans such as Co-Capt. "Mick"
McGrath, Co-Capt. Wes Wicks,
Dick Dube, a long distance man,
and Freddy Turner who shows
up better every time he runs,
should be able to place Bates as
a serious contender for the
State crown.
John Fresina, the great weight
man for the Bobcats, Jim Wheeler, and freshmen John Douglas,
Dick LaPointe, and Maynard
Whitehouse, round out the big
men.
The team will be definitely
hurt with the absence of Fred
Bragdon, who has left school.
Fred, a long distance man,
helped the plucky squad immensely.

This appears to be the best
outdoor track representative at
Bates in years, as Coach Walt
Slovenski and his Bobcats go out
to add more wins to their present slate of 5-1 indoors.
The team is awaiting with
eager anticipation, their first
meet which will be the University of Connecticut relays being
held at Storrs on March 23rd.
The first formal meet is with
Union College of New York
State, a new foe, here at Bates
on April 20th.
Netmen Open Practice
Spring is almost here, and
that means another tennis series
for. the Bates netmen.
Cochampions last year, Coach
Lloyd Lux and his warriors will
be out to either duplicate that
feat, or become champs all by
themselves, which would of
course, be preferred.
Pickard, Meilan Leads Team
Led by their capable captain,
Jim Pickard, the Bobcats will
take on 13 regular season foes
in addition to the annual state
series play which will take
place here at Bates on May 2021. In addition to Captain Pickard, Pete Meilan, the number
one man for the Bobcats, along
with promising freshman Ralph
Bixler, formerly of Mount Hermon, plus other players trying
out for the squad include Ted
Freedman, Jeff Mines, Dud Moses, Roger Langley, Lou Brown,
George Vierra, Fred Auwarter,
Dave Graham, Bob Evans, and
Stan Evans.

Letter To The Editor
March 16, 1957
Dear Happy People:
This is a letter in reply to one
that appeared last week in the
STUDENT. Let us first understand the basic situation that
confronts the student while lost
in this frozen tundra and somewhat staid atmosphere of a conservative (to say the least) New
England school.
The average student may
study, date or drink. Studying is
always possible but has an inevitable tendency to become incredibly boring and very often
dating, (lacking a dating machine) is difficult so there remains
no other alternative but to
drink.
Drink For Pleasure
The overly righteous citizen
will then reply that there are
activities but these, all too often, are too regulated to provide the complete relaxation
needed.
Drinking extensively is a
pleasure that numerous people
have enjoyed throughout the
ages. Ever since the beginning
of history mankind has turned
to alcohol as a source of pleasure.
Cites Universal Yen
Intoxication has, especially to
youthful and energetic people,
always had a strong attraction.
We should not be condemned for
that which is so universal among
others like ourselves.
Furthermore, I do not believe
that the writer of last week's letter has ever occasioned the joys
of unceasing drinking. The pleasure is great and we drink pri-

marily because while doing so
we have a good time.
Lacks Experience
According to all reports that
I can gather, the previous letterwriter lives far from campus
and knows few students well.
His contact with the disturbances he mentions is small and
even he, in his opening statements, uses the significant word
rumor.
Perhaps a slight sojourn from
within the enclosed ivory tower
and a departure from the priesthood in the sacrosant temple of
non-experience would benefit an
uncountable number of people.
With more experience perhaps
the situation could be better discussed.
Disagrees Honestly
This may seem a sharp and
satirical rebuttal but a writer
must realize that whenever he
has an article published he is
open to the criticism of all who
honestly disagree.
Particularly is this true of
a senseless conglomeration of
words with little behind them in
understanding but rather a display of unwarranted ignorance.
Relies On Self
Until there is greater consideration given to the affairs at
hand I will continue to drink as
much as is conceivably possible
in the pursuit of happiness. We
may be morons but we do have
fun and this individual's tirade
is equally as childish and adolescent as our actions.
In conclusion, I will rely on
the inherent ability of myself
and others to control the various
conditions as they arise.
John Campbell
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All-College; [Election Results
MEN'S STUDENT COUNCIL
President:
Benedict Mazza
Vice-President:
Bruce Perry
Secretary-Treasurer:
Willard Martin
Senior Representatives:
Willard Callender
Kenneth Parker
Junior Representatives:
David Smith
David Stewart
Sophomore Representatives:
Peter Bertocci
Kenneth McAfee

CHORAL SOCIETY
President:
Harry Bennert
Librarians:
Stephen Hotchkiss
WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASS'N
Jane Reinelt
President:
Monitors:
Barbara Stetson
Patricia Campbell
Vice-President:
Mary Ann Houston
Betty Drum
James Kyed
Secretary:
DER DEUTSCHE VEREIN
Patricia Morse
President:
Treasurer:
Peter Reyersbach
Jayne Nangle
Vice-President:
WOMEN'S STUDENT GOV'T
Jane Reinelt
President:
Secretary:
Karen Dill
Marcia Bauch
OUTING CLUB
Vice-President:
Treasurer:
President:
Helene Marcoux
Phyllis Hogarth
Damon Dustin
Secretary-Treasurer:
Vice-President:
LAMBDA ALPHA
Sally Morris
Kenneth Lynde
President:
Senior Advisor:
Secretary:
Mary Lawlor
Carol Gibson
Katharine Johnson
Vice-President:
Sophomore Representatives:
CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
Dorothy Schoppe
Marjorie Keene
President:
Secretary-Treasurer:
Carol Lux
Colleen Jenkins
Margaret Foley
CLASS OFFICERS
Vice-President:
OFF-CAMPUS MEN'S COUNCIL
Class of 1957
Kenneth Harris
President:
Alumni President:
Secretary:
Tie: Bruce Johnson and
Richard Pierce
MacCrae (Mackie) Miner
James Parker
Alumni Secretary:
Treasurer:
Secretary-Treasurer:
Jean Dickson
John Lawton
Roger Couture
Class
of 1958
PUBLISHING ASSOCIATION
JORDAN-RAMSDELL SOCIETY
President:
President:
President:
Benedict Mazza
David Colby
Arthur Karszes
Vice-President:
Vice-President:
Damon Dustin
Judith Perley
Secretary:
Secretary-Treasurer:
Judith Granz
Judith Frese
Treasurer:
LAWRANCE
CHEM. SOCIETY
Katharine Johnson
President:
Class of 1959
Maynard Whitehouse
President:
Secretary-Treasurer:
David Smith
Dorothy Hutch
Vice-President:
LE CERCLE FRANCAIS
Frederick Drayton
President:
Secretary:
x
Henry Morozumi
Patricia Campbell
Vice-President:
Treasurer:
Victoria Daniels
John Darrow
Secretary-Treasurer:
Class of 1960
Linda Swanson
President:

'You mean
a gift to
inv college
can result in a
larger income
—
for mv family?

Many a businessman is discovering these days—to his
pleasant surprise—that a gift
to his Alma Mater can bring
definite future tax advantages
to his wife and family.
Our experienced Trust
Department will be glad to
work with you and your attorney on the financial and trust
aspects of the educational gift

Representatives:
Robert Burke
Kurt Schmeller
Edith Wurm

Richard Grentzenberg
Vice-President:
James Sutherland
Secretary:
Carol Lux
Treasurer:
Gwendolyn Baker
CLUB OFFICERS
BAND
President:
Judith Frese
Librarians:
Carol Cole
Beverly Woods
Monitor-Managers:
Kenneth McAfee
Gerald LaPierre
YOUR FAVORITE
STERLING PATTERNS
in
Towle — Gorham — Luni
Reed and Barton
International — Wallace
Easy Terms

you have in mind...regardless of its size.
We'll be glad to send you a copy of
"Facts Everyone Should Know About

yswtiLeRS
femes UM

50 Lisbon St.

Dial 4-5241

Travers Announces
'Garnet' Award For
Spring Contributions
The Garnet will award five
dollars to the student contributing the best essay or story to its
Spring issue, editor Lynn Traers has announced. Only freshmen and non-English
major
sophomores, juniors and seniors
are eligible for this contest.
"We hope this small prize will
act as a stimulus," Miss Travers
said. "The Garnet needs more
variety. We would like to have
it represent the best writing of
all the students."
States Deadline
The deadline for the next
Garnet issue is April 12. Stories,
essays and poems not accepted
for publication will be returned
with a written criticism if requested. Manuscripts should be
given to any member of the
Garnet board: Tom King, Kenneth Harris, Susan Rayner, Letitia Chamberlain, Clark Whelton.

Charitable Giving," which you may
find valuable at this time. Simply
drop us a card today.

[DEPOSITORS
Trust Company
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Clubs Select New Officers
Presently co-director of hikes
(Continued from page one)
1
secretary-treasurer; Carol Gib- and trips, Dustin has been a
son, senior advisor; and sopho- i member of the Outing Club
more representatives Carol Lux Council for three years. One of
the originators of the Hickories
and Marjorie Keene.
Speaking on behalf of those Ski Group, he has been active in
elected to Stu-C. president-elect that organization and is now
Mazza commented: "We wish to completing a year's term as viceecoexpress our thanks to the men president - treasurer. A n
on campus who have put their nomics major from Canton,
trust in us to represent them on Mass., he is retiring president of
their Student Council. We, as a Der Deutsche Verein. In the
Council," he continued, "will be Monday elections he was also
working to the best of our abili- named vice-president of his
ty in every respect for the men class.
Serving with Dustin on the
of Bates and for the college."
OC Board will be vice-president
Presides Over Stu-C. Class
Kenneth Lynde and secretary
Mazza, president of the Class
Katharine Johnson.
of '58 and also president-elect
for the coming year, is an Eng- Upholds Position
Selected as president of PA
lish major from Clifton, N. J.
During his first two years at was athlete Colby, who expressBates he was a member of the ed "sincere appreciation" for the
Outing Club Council and is now votes cast for him. He declared
active in Robinson Players. He that he will "try to hold up the
was elected secretary-treasurer position of PA president" as the
of Stu-C last spring and has Association continues its duties
served as presiding officer since as a "small coordinating board"
controlling the business aspects
early this year.
Serving with Mazza on the1 of the STUDENT, the Garnet,
Student Council will be vice- and the Mirror, and selecting
president Bruce Perry and sec- the editors and business manaretary-treasurer Willard Martin. | gers of these publications.
Others elected to the Council in-! Colby, who has played football
elude senior representatives for one year, basketball for two,
Kenneth Parker and Willard and is beginning his third season
Callender, junior representatives on the baseball team, was named
David Smith and David Stewart, a representative to the PA
and sophomore representatives Board last year. A physicsPeter Bertocci and Kenneth mathematics major from Littleton, N. H., and a student assistMcAfee.
ant in physics, he is attending
Appreciates Confidence
Miss Jenkins, newly elect- Bates on a Union-Carbide fulled president of CA, stated that tuition scholarship.
"the new officers of CA are very Select Representatives
Elected as representatives to
grateful for your vote of confidence and look forward to a! the Board to assist Colby and
year in which we can bring! present members Carol Gibson
even greater service to all the and Colleen Jenkins, were Robert Burke, Kurt Schmeller, and
students on campus."
A biology major and depart- Edith Wurm.
Miss Stetson, selected by the
mental assistant from Kensington, Md., Miss Jenkins is cur- Bates women as WAA president,
rently secretary of her class and, wished to say "thanks to everyas president of Cheney House, one" for their support. "I hope,"
serves on the Stu-G Board. She she continued, "that the same
is also a member of the Publish- interest and sportsmanship
ing Association Board and Jor- shown in WAA activities this
dan-Ramsdell Society. Active in year will continue through the
Choral Society her first twoi years to come. The new officers
years here, she now sings in1 will do their best to attain this
aim."
Chapel Choir.
Plans to Teach
Assist President
Miss Stetson is a biology maAssisting her as vice-president
will be Kenneth Harris with jor from Presque Isle and plans
MacCrae (Mackie) Miner and to teach after graduation from
John Lawton as secretary and Bates. She is vice-president of
East Parker and has served
treasurer, respectively.
"On behalf of the new Outing during the past year on the
Club officers," commented OC WAA Board. Active in Robinson
president-elect Dustin, "I'd sin- Players during her freshman
cerely like to thank the students and sophomore years, she is now
for their confidence in us. We'll a member of the Hickories Ski
try our best to have Outing Club Group.
Aiding her in carrying out her
live up to the expectations of the
duties will be vice-president
college."
Betty Drum, secretary Patricia
Morse, and treasurer Jayne
Nangle.
(Continued from page two)
Clubs Elect Officers
definitely being made, witness
Elected to club presidencies
the innovation of smoking in the during the Monday balloting
reception rooms of the women's were Judith Frese, Band; Harry
dormitories.
Bennert, Choral Society; Peter
College Makes Additions
Reyersbach, Der Deutsche VereAnd in May. Prexy announced in; Henry Morozumi, Le Cercle
that the fund for the library ad- Francais; Mary Lawlor, Lambda
dition and a new men's com- Alpha; Off-Campus Men's Counmons was .nearing its goal of cil: tie between Bruce Johnson
$450,000. The college held an and James Parker; Arthur Karsopen-house for townspeople to zes, Jordan-Ramsdell Society;
view recent additions, such as and Maynard Whitehouse, Lawthe new kitchen in Fiske Din- rance Chemical Society.
ing Hall and Sampsonville's
Richard Pierce was chosen
apartments.
Alumni President for the Class
As the school year ended of '57. Selected to head the Class
"Dapper Dan" and "Supersonic of '58 was Mazza; Class of "59,
Sandy" were the candidates in David Smith; and Class of '60,
the annual Mayoralty campaign. Richard Grentzenberg.

Ten Years Ago

